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Abstract—Lean, which was initially developed by Toyota, is
widely implemented in other companies to improve competitiveness.
This research is an attempt to identify the adoption of lean in the
production system of Malaysian car manufacturer, Proton using case
study approach. To gain the in-depth information regarding lean
implementation, an activity on the assembly line called Set Parts
Supply (SPS) was studied. The result indicates that by using lean
principles, tools and techniques in the implementation of SPS enabled
to achieve the goals on safety, quality, cost, delivery and morale. The
implementation increased the size of the workspace, improved the
quality of assembly and the delivery of parts supply, reduced the
manpower, achieved cost savings on electricity and also increased the
motivation of manpower in respect of attendance at work. A
framework of SPS implementation is suggested as a contribution for
lean practices in production system.

Keywords—Assembly line, lean manufacturing, production,
parts supply.

I. INTRODUCTION

L

EAN has been successfully implemented in various
companies of manufacturing and services [1]-[2] . It has
been accepted as a multi-dimensional approach with a set of
principles, tools and techniques to drive down the
manufacturing cost through identifying and eliminating waste
[3]-[4]. The implementation of lean is transferred across
organizational boundaries from mature countries to
developing countries [5]-[6]. However, the implementation is
not a simple task as it is multi-facetted requiring the
integration of principles, tools and techniques that can be
visualized to deliver more value along the business process
flow.
This study is concentrated on a new system in lean
production system which is called Set Parts Supply (SPS).
SPS was introduced by Toyota as a system to overcome the
huge parts variants [7]. The main concept in SPS is to separate
the task of assembling parts to the car body on the assembly
line and the task of searching, reaching and picking parts from
component racks on the line-side assembly line [8]. The set of
parts were put on the SPS trolley and the trolley was pushed to
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the assembly line. In the conventional system, the assembly
manpower will do all the tasks, but in SPS, other manpower
will do the searching, reaching and picking task while the
assembly manpower only concentrate on assembling parts to
the car body.
Reports of SPS implementation in Toyota and several
industries shows that SPS can be very beneficial to the
industries in terms of space utilization, time reduction and
improve quality [7], [9]-[11]. However, according to Nomura
[8], SPS has its own demerit because more operators have to
be hired for task of searching, reaching and picking. In
addition, this system will create a non-multi-tasking
manpower with less experienced on assembly line [12].
In order to fill the research gap on the debate around SPS
implementation, it led us to explore on how SPS has been
implemented in Malaysian automotive industry, Proton which
adopted lean in the production system called Proton
Production System (PPS). As a new system in lean, it must
probably many areas to be concerned such as on the area of
how the lean principles, tools and techniques are applied in the
SPS implementation.
Therefore, this research is important to gain a greater
understanding on the adoption of lean production system with
the practiced of SPS implementation. In the remainder of the
paper, first we choose to concentrate on how lean is
implemented in the Proton Production System (PPS). Second,
the study focuses on how lean principles, tools and techniques
have been applied in the SPS implementation and at the end of
this paper, a framework of SPS implementation is proposed to
highlight the lean principles, tools and techniques in SPS.
II. METHODOLOGY
This research used a case study method to allow researchers
to gain the experience of empirical enquiry and intensive
analysis of real-life situations. According to Yin [13], the case
study is suitable to answer the ‘how’ and ‘why’ question to
find the explanation of a business process and a specific
phenomenon under investigation.
The case study was conducted in Proton Tanjong Malim
assembly plant in the trim and final shop. The data collection
was gathered through observation, interview and official
document review. One of the researchers was attached to the
Industrial Engineering Department to observe and gain indepth information regarding the SPS implementation in PPS
for a three months period.
Historically, Proton had a very close relationship in terms of
technical partners and supplier from Mitsubishi Corporation
and Mitsubishi Motors Corporation. This relationship
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facilitated the influences of Japanese values, terms and
principles to the production system [14].
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Proton Production System (PPS)
To cope with the volatile customer and competitive global
market, the adoption of lean in PPS is important to remove or
eliminate waste in daily activities to keep the production
running efficiently. To transform the production system with
lean adoption, there are four steps which are fundamental to
PPS: (a) visual management and philosophy (b) stable and
standardize process (c) Just In Time (JIT) and Jidoka
(automation with a human touch) and (d) Kaizen or also
known as continuous improvement.
The first step is to visualize the production activities
through Genba Kanri (GK) which means shop floor
management. GK is used to educate the manpower to manage
and find the ‘real situation’ on the shop floor. It also
encourages a Gemba (actual place) walk to identify the nonvalue-added while walking through the plant. In PPS, GK
contains eight key areas with 17 lean tools and techniques
used to maintain, control and improved the shop floor
management. The first area is Hoshin Kanri which means
policy management used to set goals and targets to align the
company for a better level of performance through continuous
improvement. GK also contains 5S for safety workplace,
standard operation, job allocation, skill training, continuous
improvement, Total Quality Management (TQM) and Total
Productive Maintenance (TPM).
The second step is to create a stable and standardized
process using lean tools and techniques such as time study,
motion study, Yamazumi Chart, line balancing, First In First
Out (FIFO), Value Stream Mapping (VSM) and production
levelling. This step is important to establish the process and
organized work to become the baseline for continuous
improvement.
The next step is the implementation of JIT and Jidoka. JIT
with the kanban system is used to pull the inventory through
production based on customer demand. Kanban which means
visual card is used as a signal control to replenish the required
quantity. Jidoka is the term that used to aware the manpower
of the abnormal situation on the shop floor. It used the andon
device at every assembly line as a visual control indicator to
show the line, machine or process status such as andon light,
andon board and andon cord.
Lastly, the kaizen activities are implemented continuously
with never ending process includes the Genchi Genbutsu
activity which means go and see the actual problem. To solve
the problem occurred while kaizen activities, the 5-Why
Analysis, Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle and Ishikawa
(fishbone) diagram are practiced in teamwork.
B. Set Parts Supply Implementation
The SPS implementation in Proton is an activity of avoiding
the unsystematic shop floor management which fulfills the
desired goals of best safety, high quality, lowest cost, shortest
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lead time, and high morale which have been adopted from lean
production system. It was done with the application of lean
principles, tools and techniques as practiced in PPS.
From this case study, the Gemba walk was the first activity
to visualize the waste that occurred on the production line. It is
an activity on the real place which creates value in the
production system through focusing on eliminating waste and
determine on how the production process can be improved.
After that, the activity of Genchi Genbutsu was done where
the project members go and see the problem at the ground to
find the facts and real information. The technique of 5-Why
Analysis was used to find the root cause of the problems.
From the analysis, the SPS was implemented to solve the
failure of reaching the exact parts within the cycle time due to
the huge variants of parts on the component racks. The PDCA
cycle was used to implement the solutions and ideas to solve
the problems.
In order to improve the throughput of assembly line, the line
balancing was done with the activities of time study, motion
study and the Yamazumi chart. The Yamazumi chart showed
the balance of cycle time within the work process with the
comparison of the required takt time and the number of
operators.
In the SPS implementation, the parts on the component
racks were sorted and categorized for regular use, rarely use
and the parts are removed if not used by using 5S concept
which consists five steps; Sort, Set, Shine, Standardize and
Sustain. The visual control cards or part tags were used to
place everything in order. The parts and the equipments must
be cleaned. Therefore, the good quality parts can easily be
reached by the manpower. The shine step was also applied to
manpower with the safety and good quality of tools and
corrects clothing.
The development and fabrication of lean racking were done
as a kaizen effort to improve the performance of assembly
line. The types of lean racking are
1) Component racks for parts replenishment.
2) SPS trolleys for supplying a set of parts to assembly line.
3) Small parts racks for placed the screws, nuts, clips and
caps.
The lean principles, tools and techniques were applied
during this stage such as poka-yoke, FIFO and synchronization
to get a slim, compact and flexible design for space utilization
and proper ergonomic. The concept of ‘parts only’ as a visual
control also used to get better result in preparing the parts on
the lean racking which resulted on the reduction of container
usage.
To achieve the JIT production, pull system was applied to
manage the parts flow on the component racks. The system
started when the manpower of searching, reaching and picking
task which is called the shopping man achieve an instruction
to prepare parts for the upcoming car body. Every part that
used for assemble to the car body along the assembly line is
put together in the SPS trolley. The sets of parts on the SPS
trolley are synchronized with the car body on the assembly
line.
The SPS trolley then moves to each workstation at the same
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tim
me the car boody arrives at the workstation. The sets of
o parts
arre supplied to the assemblyy line Just In Time. The asssembly
m
manpower
takkes the needded parts annd concentraates on
asssembling parrts to the car body. This siituation resultted in a
deecrease of rejected quantitiies due to asssembly processs. It is
allso increased the quality off assemble annd reduced thhe cycle
tim
me for assembble parts.
Table I shhows the rresults beforre and after SPS
im
mplementation
n.

The proposedd framework as shown in Fig. 1 contains six
criiteria which are
a goals andd foundation as
a the basis of
o lean
prooduction systeem, and the ffour stage of SPS
S implemenntation
proocess; problem
m finding, prooblem solvingg, data gathering and
eqquipment/fabriication which come along with the founndation
to achieve the goals.
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T
TABLE
I
RESULLTS BEFORE AND AFTER SPS IMPLEEMENTATION
After SPS
Ittem
Before SPS
W
Workstation
19:19
11:11
L
LHS
(left hand sidde) :
R
RHS
(right hand side)
s
L
Length
of assemblly line

55 m

38 m

Distance of compoonents racks to
D
conveyor hanger

1.5 m

3m

M
Manpower

32

30

L
Lead
Time

1217.88 s

1089.112 s

Downtime - Mainttenance of
D
tuurning device (LH
HS & RHS)

180 s x 2 =
360 s

0s

The results above show that sixteen workstations on the
asssembly line were
w
closed (eeight workstattions at the leeft hand
side (LHS) annd eight workkstations at the right hannd side
RHS)) which saved the cosst of electriciity for 40 lam
mps and
(R
thhe blower fan,
f
which totals aboutt 22.3 kW. After
im
mplementation
n of SPS, the results
r
indicatte that the disttance of
thhe componentt racks to thee conveyor haanger was increased
w
which
made the workplace wider
w
and saffer. The lead time of
asssemble proceess also decreaased after the assembly manpower
onnly concentratted on assembbling parts to the
t car body.
The SPS im
mplementationn also built up the moraale and
m
motivation
of the
t manpowerr by increasinng the attendaance by
3.7 per cent in the four-monnth period. Thhe turning devvice on
thhe assembly liine which involved in SPS implementatiion was
elliminated. As a result, the downtime du
ue to maintenaance of
thhe mechanical failure was decrease from 360 s to 0 s.
mentation in PP
PS with
Based on thee case study off SPS implem
thhe support from
m the literaturre review on lean principlees, tools
annd techniquess, the framew
work of SPS implementatiion has
beeen proposed in the next secction.
IV. FRAMEW
WORK FOR APP
PLICATION OF LEAN PRINCIP
PLES,
TOOLS AN
ND TECHNIQU
UES IN SPS IMP
PLEMENTATION
N
The framewoork is suggessted as a guiddeline to suppport the
iddeas and practtices of lean pprinciples, toools and techniiques in
im
mplementing SPS system. It is a connceptual struccture to
exxplain the approach or method of doinng a researchh study
baased on the research
r
issuee, experience and practicall of the
issue [15]. Thhe frameworkk also is proposed as a way
w
of
coommunicationn to explain a set of conceppts and ideas that
t
can
bee used as a guideline to otheers [16].
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Fiig. 1 Frameworrk of SPS impleementation in leean production system
s

A. Goals
Each manufaccturer should have their goaals and objecttives to
driive the orrganizational success. In measuringg the
maanufacturing performance,
p
mmon dimensiions to
the most com
be measured arre quality, coost, delivery (lead time), safety,
moorale and prodductivity [17]--[19]. The lean production system
haas been adoptted by manyy manufactureers to facilitaate for
h
morale, shortest
higghest quality, lowest cost, best safety, high
leaad time and improve
i
produuctivity. The adoption of lean
l
in
thee production system is a w
way of creatin
ng more valuue with
lesss resources suuch as peoplee, capital, costt, space and tiime on
eacch task and activity by eeliminating waste
w
systemaatically
aloong the processs of implemeentation.
B. Foundationn
The applicatioon of lean prinnciples, tools and techniquees such
as JIT, pull system,
s
produuction levelliing or also called
PM are
heijunka, standaardization, kaizen, Jidoka, TQM and TP
a
practicallly well esstablished inn lean
conceptually and
doka are freqquently
prooduction systtem [20]-[26]. JIT and Jid
moodeled as twoo main principples in Toyotaa Production System
S
whhich contributte to stocklesss productionn and to ensuure the
quuality is mainttained along the productio
on process floow [3].
Thhe pull system
m and productiion levelling are the pre-reequisite
forr JIT principlle as there ussed to controol the inventoory and
levvel the customer demand at a constan
nt rate. JIT is
i also
suppported with the kanban system as a signal of invventory
levvel on the asssembly line fo
for parts repleenishment. Jiddoka is
suppported by anndon as a visuual control to avoid the abnnormal
sittuation in the production
p
areea.
The standarddization becom
mes the best way
w to simpliify and
orgganized workk for kaizen or
o continuouss improvemen
nt. For
eqquipment management and preventive maintenance,
m
TPM
T
is
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used as a system that gives the responsibility and awareness to
avoid unnecessary equipment failures and eliminate losses in
production activities with the total commitment among
organizational functions and employee involvement. TQM is
also considered as a main principle to achieve the customer
satisfaction and production performance especially related on
quality, cost, safety and delivery of the product.
All the lean principles, tools and techniques which
considered as a foundation in the production system are come
along with the four stages of SPS implementation to achieve
the organizational goals and objectives.
C. Stage 1 – Problem Finding
The SPS implementation begins with the gemba walk as a
lean technique to find the problems or waste on the assembly
line. Genchi Genbutsu or Go See is useful to identify the real
problems on the shop floor especially for the management
level to understand the real facts on the real place of work and
help to improve the problems.
D. Stage 2 – Problem Solving
In lean production system, the techniques of problem
solving are used to identify the root cause of the problems and
systematically solve the problem. The lean techniques that
used in problem solving are 5-Why Analysis, PDCA cycle and
Ishikawa diagram.
E. Stage 3 – Data Gathering
The third stage of the SPS implementation framework is
important to get the data on the cycle time, takt time, time
study and motion study to balance the workload on the
assembly line in Yamazumi chart.
F. Stage 4 – Equipment/Fabrication
The concepts of FIFO, poka-yoke, visual control and 5S
must be considered in the fabrication and the arrangement of
lean racking for component racks, SPS trolleys and small parts
racks.
V. CONCLUSION
The implementation of SPS brings benefits for
manufacturers to improve production performance. It is also
used to increase the quality of assemble and reduce the cycle
time for assemble parts. The delivery of parts became smooth
because the set of parts were ready before it arriving at the
workstation. The reduction of manpower, workstation, lead
time and the improvement of workplace management will
facilitate to the reduction of cost and increase the motivation
of manpower. While implementation of SPS using lean
principles, tools and techniques resulted improvement in the
production system, this study also provide valuable facts
regarding the adoption of lean from Japanese value in PPS.
The proposed framework was suggested by using lean
principles, tools and techniques as a guideline to implement
SPS in lean production system.
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